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Station Removals Have Started 

Expect to see our teams out in your fields removing Crop 

Intelligence stations across western Canada. Once pulled, stations 

will undergo inspection to have them ready for the 2022 crop year!    

 

Harvest Data 

A quick reminder to enter your harvest data.  Harvest is the most important learning opportunity that 

we have in farming. We ask for harvest data for a few reasons.  

• We want to build an accurate field history that accompanies your soil moisture data for future 
years’ reference.  

• The data is important feedback for our system. Harvest dates allow us to establish regional and 
varietal norms for days from seeding to harvest that are used to estimate season length at the 
beginning of each growing season. 

•  Yield data provides feedback for production averages and benchmarks of water use efficiency, 
as well as the opportunity to identify system outliers.  

• Additionally, harvest dates are used for logistics planning to identify harvested fields for station 
removals. 

Risk Mitigation  
Understanding your data and what it means is important to mitigating risk and increasing profits.  As 

we come out of the 2021 growing season, understanding the data can 

assist in much of the decision-making taking place on farm. 

 

• In season rainfall: Recently there has been a lot of discussion 

about herbicide residual and its impact on crop rotations.  Crop 

Intelligence stations allow you to determine the actual amount of 

rainfall received over a specific time interval in your field.  This 

information can be accessed one of 2 ways.   

https://cropintel.ca/
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1. From the Environmental data page select the specific date range to access 

accumulated precipitation for your site. 

2. Year End Reports allow you to generate a site summary of your 

environmental and soil moisture data.  
 

• Fall soil moisture probe data allow us to get a snapshot of not only the 

amount of crop available water in your soil at freeze-up but also where in the 

profile the moisture is located.  This will help you to determine how things 

look going into winter.  Have we had some fall recharge that has replenished 

some of what was removed in season or are we concerned about a potential 

dry band in the spring?  Remember a dry soil is an empty sponge and will do 

an excellent job absorbing any precipitation received from now until spring. 
 

•  Setting yield goals and determining fertility requirements, an important part of Crop 

Intelligence is providing the information required to set smarter yield goals and make better 

informed fertility decisions.  Planning is key to being prepared to respond to conditions.   With 

the dry conditions much of western Canada is facing many producers have elected to scale back 

yield goals and plan to be prepared to add additional fertility if conditions improve. For more 

information on yield potential, check out the 2022 potentials calculator in the app! 

 

Coach’s Corner with Elston Solberg – Oct 26th, @ 9am (CST) 
Register now for: WTF (What The Fall): Soil Sampling and Fertility Planning on October 26th at 9:00am 

(CST) for Coach’s Corner with Elston Solberg.  Joint Elston and the Crop Intelligence Team live on Zoom 

for a one-on-one agronomy chat about all things soil tests and strategies to manage variability in 

fertility planning. Watch your email for a registration link. 

 

Crop Intelligence 3rd Annual Summit  
We are excited to announce that registration is now open for the 3rd Annual Crop Intelligence Summit. 

https://summit.cropintel.ca/ The Summit will offer an in-person event and virtual content.  All sessions 

will be hosted live November 30 & December 1st, at the Atlas hotel in Regina.  Sessions will be recorded, 

and virtual content will be available online December 8th. CEU credits will also be available. Early bird 

tickets are on sale now until November 1st.  Tickets for the in-person event are limited, purchase now to 

ensure you have a seat. 

 

Have questions about anything you read in this newsletter?  Reach out to your Crop Intelligence partner 

for more information or email us at info@cropintel.ca. 

https://summit.cropintel.ca/
mailto:info@cropintel.ca

